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Information for Students
Instructions
Make sure you answer all questions in the answer spaces on this paper unless your teacher tells you otherwise.
You can plan your answer(s) in this paper. Any planning outside of a specific planning space should be crossed through.
The planning will not be marked.
You may use additional paper if required but you must clearly show your name and question number(s).

Guidance
The marks for a question are provided in brackets.
The total mark for this paper is 8.
The total number of marks may take into account either/or choices.
Read each question carefully before starting your answer.
Remember to write clearly, using good English.
Allow time to check your work.
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1(a) The Twilight Hour
This is an extract from The Twilight Hour by Nicci Gerrard. This novel is about a young man, Peter, who goes to
help an old woman he doesn’t know, Mrs Lee, sort out her house before she moves to a care home.
Here, he is arriving at Mrs Lee’s house for the first time.

5

Peter biked from the station as the day was fading into a smoky dusk. The street
lamps dwindled as he left the town and soon there was no pavement, only a damp
grass verge and a narrow, pockmarked lane that the headlights of an occasional
car would briefly illuminate. The light on his bike was thin and weak and didn’t
help him. Then there were bats; oily rags blown above his head before dissolving

10

back into gathering darkness. Silence that wasn’t silent when you listened, but
inhabited by faint sounds: the wind like the sea in the trees; the faint shriek of an
owl; a rustle in the undergrowth beside him – and once a tiny creature spun
across the road just in front of him, like a leaf rolling, but he glimpsed its sharp
eyes.

15

20

He stopped for a moment, just to listen to the sounds his body made in the
creaking quiet of the night: the intake of breath and its unsteady release; his
heart banging against his ribs; the faint clamouring in his head and in his ears.
He smiled to himself, feeling a prickle of excitement. He wasn’t used to quiet and
he wasn’t used to dark. He couldn’t remember when he had last left London, or
even the tiny grid of the city he had occupied. For some time, he hadn’t left the
flat, or his bedroom in the flat. His bed, where he’d pulled the covers over his head
and burrowed into his own warmth, cradling his pale slender body. Waiting, until
gradually waiting became the thing itself, intransitive – not waiting for anything or
expecting anything, just a suspended state of being – following the clouds in the
sky, the skeins of birds, the way the light fell on the garden. Click of door, tick of
clock, patter of rain, murmur of pipes, his mother’s contented snores at night. But
now Jonah had summoned him to take care of his granny and he was on his way
again. He realized he felt interested, buoyant, alert.

Look at lines 1 to 4, from ‘Peter biked … ’ to ‘ … illuminate.’
(i)

‘The street lamps dwindled’ (lines 1 to 2).
What does this tell you about the street lamps?

[1]
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(ii) ‘pockmarked lane’ (line 3).
What does this tell you about the lane?

[1]
(b) Look at lines 4 to 10, from ‘The light … ’ to ‘ … sharp eyes.’
What can Peter hear as he cycles?
Tick two boxes.

Bats

The rags

The wind

The sea

An owl
[1]
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(c) Look at lines 1 to 10, from ‘Peter biked … ’ to ‘ … sharp eyes.’
Identify two quotations from these lines that show it is the evening.

Quotation 1:

Quotation 2:

[1]
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(d) Look at lines 1 to 24, from ‘Peter biked … ’ to ‘ … buoyant, alert.’
Which of the following statements about Peter are true?
Tick four boxes.

He has been living in London with his mother.

He has experienced a period of depression.

He is cycling towards a nearby railway station.

He is accustomed to being in the countryside.

He can hear the sound of rain falling as he cycles.

He is scared of the dark and the strange noises.

He is going to look after Jonah’s grandmother.

He is aware of his surroundings and his reactions.
[2]
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(e) Look at lines 11 to 24, from ‘He stopped … ’ to ‘ … buoyant, alert.’
Which of the following words best describe Peter’s feelings as he makes this journey?
Tick two boxes.

Suspicious

Indifferent

Energised

Optimistic

Confident

Determined
[2]

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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Mark Scheme
Question
1

a

i

Answer/Indicative content

Marks
1

Award 1 mark for:
there are fewer street lamps/they are getting less and less/disappearing.

ii

1

Award 1 mark for:
the lane has holes in it/is bumpy/uneven.

b

1

Award 1 mark for two correct ticks.
Bats

The rags

The wind

The sea

An owl

c

1

Award 1 mark for any two of the following quotations:
‘(the day was fading into a smoky) dusk.’
‘headlights of an occasional car would briefly illuminate.’
‘(into gathering) darkness.’
Accept:
quotations without quotation marks
longer quotations provided the correct answer is included, but not extended lifts from the texts.
Do not accept ‘the streetlights dwindled’.
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Mark Scheme
Question
d

Answer/Indicative content
Award 1 mark for two or three correct ticks.

Marks
2

Award 2 marks for four correct ticks.
He has been living in London with his mother.

He has experienced a period of depression.

He is cycling towards a nearby railway station.

He is accustomed to being in the countryside.

He can hear the sound of rain falling as he cycles.

He is scared of the dark and the strange noises.

He is going to look after Jonah’s grandmother.

He is aware of his surroundings and his reactions.
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Mark Scheme
Question
e

Answer/Indicative content
Award 1 mark for a correct tick, up to 2 marks.

Marks
2

Suspicious

Indifferent

Energised

Optimistic

Confident

Determined

Total
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